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Abstract— This paper addresses the problem of understanding
preservation and reconstruction requirements for computeraided medical decision-making. With an increasing number of
computer-aided decisions having a large impact on our society,
the motivation for our work is not only to document these
decision processes semi-automatically but also to understand the
preservation cost and related computational requirements. Our
objective is to support computer-assisted creation of medical
records, to guarantee authenticity of records, as well as to allow
managers of electronic medical records (EMR), archivists and
other users to explore and evaluate computational costs (e.g.,
storage and processing time) depending on several key
characteristics of appraised records. Our approach to this
problem is based on designing an exploratory simulation
framework for investigating preservation tradeoffs and assisting
in appraisals of electronic records.
We have a prototype simulation framework called Image
Provenance To Learn (IP2Learn) to support computer-aided
medical decisions based on visual image inspection. The current
software enables to explore some of the tradeoffs related to (1)
information granularity (category and level of detail), (2)
representation of provenance information, (3) compression, (4)
encryption, (5) watermarking and steganography, (6)
information gathering mechanism, and (7) final medical report
content (level of detail) and its format. We illustrate the novelty
of IP2Learn by performing example studies and the results of
tradeoff analyses for a specific image inspection task.
Index Terms— Biomedical decision support systems, -Medical
informatics, -Electronic medical record (EMR) data mining

I. INTRODUCTION

T

here is a vast amount of electronic records in medicine
that cannot be utilized, mined and learned from because
the records have not been preserved properly. Human or
machine learning will be impossible tomorrow if we cannot
overcome our lack of understanding how to preserve and
reconstruct medical data and decision processes taking place
every day. For example, it is critical to compare patients’
records acquired today with the patients’ records from 5, 10,
50, or 70 years (short term comparisons) in order to assess
functional, structural or low level biological changes due to
diseases, treatments and/or aging. It is conceivable that future
genealogy studies would compare data sets over several

hundreds and thousands of years (long term comparisons).
Thus, our goal is to understand how to appraise medical
electronic records for short and long term preservation and
reconstruction purposes in order to enable comparative
studies, and human and machine learning.
The motivation for our work comes from the fact that
managing electronic medical records (EMR) requires large
financial investments with significant ramifications on
preservation and reconstruction of medical records. Thus,
there is a need to provide institutions managing and appraising
EMR with tools to better understand the tradeoffs between
information value and computational costs. The overarching
motivation of our effort is to provide a simulation
environment for optimizing large investments into EMR
management and preservation, and making the EMR systems
economical and of high information value.
The challenges of preserving medical electronic records
have been discussed at several forums, such as at the National
Library of Medicine (NLM) [6], at workshops organized by
the Research Information Network (RIN) or Medical Research
Council (MRC) in UK [7], [8], [9] or in a general context at
the National Archives [4]. The first goal in the NLM’s vision
is “Seamless, Uninterrupted Access to Expanding Collections
of Biomedical Data, Medical Knowledge, and Health
Information” that includes Recommendation 1.1. “Ensure
adequate space and storage conditions for NLMs current and
future collections to guarantee long term access to information
and efficient service delivery.” and Recommendation 1.2.
“Preserve NLMs collections in highly usable forms and
contribute to comprehensive strategies for preservation of
biomedical information in the U.S. and worldwide.” Similarly,
RIN defines one of the key principles preservation and
sustainability (Principle 5) to be concerned with. The
preservation challenges include (1) growing amounts of
medical data, (2) increasing number of computer assisted
medical decisions, and (3) rapid change of storage media and
computer technologies. Novel and improved techniques and
instruments for sensing and monitoring of human health
conditions (new cDNA microarray techniques [2], new
imaging modalities like Optical Coherence Tomography [1],
or improved spatial resolution of microscopy imaging lead to
massive amounts of raw data to preserve and retrieve
information. Computer assisted medical decisions enable
gathering provenance trails about the decisions [3] that lead to
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Figure 1. The overall architecture of a simulation environment.

a large volume of structured or unstructured metadata. Finally,
rapid changes of media and technologies together with many
paper-based records moving to electronic records are forcing
us to think of preservation of hardware, operating systems and
software, as well as the issues of security and authenticity [5].
Our approach to the above challenges is to design a
simulation environment for optimizing institutional decisions
about EMR management and preservation. For this purpose,
we have prototyped a simulation framework called “Image
Provenance To Learn” (IP2Learn) that is built for a class of
medical decisions based on image inspections. The choice of
this class of medical decisions was based on image properties
(language independent, omnipresent, multi-spectral/multidimensional and frequent in many decisions). The current
prototype enables to explore some of the EMR management
and preservation tradeoffs related to (1) information
granularity (category and level of detail), (2) representation of
provenance information, (3) compression, (4) encryption, (5)
watermarking and steganography, (6) information gathering
mechanism, and (7) final medical report content (level of
detail) and its format. The novelty of the simulation
environment is that based on our knowledge there has not
been developed such a decision support system for optimizing
institutional decisions and appraising electronic records.
This paper presents the simulation framework architecture
and the list of available simulation variables. The framework
and the simulation variables enable understanding of
computational requirements associated with preservation and
reconstruction, as well as learning about activities during
medical decision processes for education and automation
purposes. In the experimental section, we illustrate how to
analyze image inspection and annotation processes and would
be the outcome of such analyses.
II. SIMULATION FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE
The simulation prototype consists of Image Viewer for visual

inspection of images, Event Tracker for information gathering
about the image manipulation operations, and Event Reviewer
for information retrieval and decision reconstruction. The
architecture of the simulation environment is shown in Figure
1.
Image Viewer captures supports the decision process and
contains Image Frame and Image Panel, and provides all
image manipulation functionality. Event Tracker tracks events
in Image Viewer, allows setting preferences for information
gathering and storage, lists event activities, summarizes event
activities, displays inspected area and displays computational
requirements. It also enables to generate reports with
protected authentic information about decision processes,
speeds up reporting and provides a foundation for tracking
versions of reports. Event Reviewer retrieves gathered and
stored information by Event Tracker, reconstructs processes
with selected information granularity, and displays hierarchy
of events and replays image inspection events according to the
available information granularity. Event Reviewer serves as a
tool for assessing the value of preserved and reconstructed
information and for learning about spatial and temporal
characteristics of activities during visual inspections.
III. SIMULATION VARIABLES
We provide a list of simulation variables that are typically of
interest when it comes to preservation. First, it is the
information granularity (categories of information and the
level of detail) of observable and measurable variables. In our
system, there are three categories: (1) Interpreted– what the
programmer encoded as a textual description (interpretation)
of image operation, (2) Raw – what the computer work with
when image operation was recorded, and (3) Snapshots – what
was rendered on the computer screen at the time of image
operation. For example, the word “zoom” belongs to the
category of interpreted, Java event message reporting zoom is
of type Raw, and a snapshot of zoomed image is of type
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Snapshot. The level of detail corresponds to the description
used for reporting, e.g., raw at the user program level or
operating system level or hardware level. The current system
reports information at the user program level.
Second, it is the information gathering mechanisms that
defines how to gather information about computer system
activities ranging from hardware to user program levels. In
our system, there are mechanisms, such as (1) triggered by
logging functions (checkpoint execution anywhere and
everywhere), (2) triggered by events (consumer & producer
model) and (3) triggered by Mouse/Keyboard Inputs (humancomputer interface (HCI)).
Third, it is the information organization and compression.
The current simulation software allows comparisons of metadata organized as key pairs or following the resource
description framework (RDF), and compressed as zip files or
uncompressed.
Fourth, the simulation variable is the authentication of
information by (a) encryption with AES (Advanced
Encryption Standard) allowing only users with the private key
to view files, (b) watermarking or (c) steganography.
Watermarking allows to label files with visible textual
signatures (e.g., for copyright purposes) while steganography
enables hiding secret text of image into a file as a future
authentication proof.
Fifth, it is the storage format of gathered information and of
summary reports. The gathered textual information is stored
following either xml or plain ASCII format and gathered
images are stored either in tiff or jpg format. The summary
reports can be stored in HTML (Hypertext Markup Language)
or PDF (Portable Document Format) format and could be
edited freely or with encrypted information that should not be
tampered with during editing. The editing is important for
simulating report versioning and how the content (level of
report detail) impacts computational requirements.
Sixth, the simulation variable is the remote or local
information retrieval. One can experiment with distributed or
centralized location of gathered information and the associated
cost during retrieval.
Seventh, it is the decision process reconstruction methods.
In the current system, reconstruction methods of a decision
process are presented by (a) displaying static time instances of
gathered textual and image information, (b) dynamic replay of
the activities during a decision process, or (c) visualizing all
gathered information following RDF or key pair organization.
The static and dynamic reconstructions allow inspections of
not only gathered information but also reconstructed status of
Image Viewer at any time instance according to the
appropriate information granularity.

interest are annotated and many other areas are inspected
without annotating them. The images came from UIC patients1
with recurring and non-recurring cases of prostate cancer.
Therefore, it is imperative that the images be compared and
analyzed over time either by humans or by machine learning
algorithms.
In this study, we focused on assessing required
computational resources required for preservation and
reconstruction of annotated images, summary reports about
patient’s prostate biopsies and the annotation (image
inspection) process, and hence helping with appraisal of the
electronic records. Figure 2 shows one of the annotated
images. Figure 4 summarizes the computational requirements
of preserving the information about image inspection and
annotation process. This summary is viewable directly in
Event Tracker or inserted into automatically generated reports
about the process. Based on the summary, the highest storage
cost is for preserving snapshots (~30% - what was rendered
on the screen), followed by the high spatial resolution image
sub-areas viewed using the magnification operation (~29%)
and by the New Image operation (~20.5% - loaded new
image). Figure 3 (left) shows a graph of the storage
requirements per image manipulation operation. Additional
learning is enabled by providing the spatial distribution of
activities during the inspection and annotation of the prostate
cancer image in Figure 2 as shown in Figure 3 (right). The
spatial or temporal aggregation of activities is conducted
automatically and could be used for educational purposes as
well.

IV. EXAMPLE ANALYSES

Figure 2: The non-recurring case of prostate cancer that was annotated using
the IP2Learn simulation framework.

We have explored the case of annotating microscopy images
of prostate cancer biopsies stained with H&E stain and
imaged with a bright field microscope. We view the
annotation process as a decision process in which the areas of

1
The images used in our study are courtesy of Dr. Andre Balla from
Pathology Department at UIC.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Visualization of storage requirements (vertical axis) over time (horizontal axis) in Event Tracker. Each colored line corresponds to one image
manipulation operation. (b) visualization of the spatial distribution of activities during the inspection and annotation of the prostate cancer image in Figure 2.

compressing RDF representation was slightly more efficient
than compressing key pair representation because the RDF
representation includes more redundant information than key
pair representation.
V. SUMMARY

Figure 4. The summary report in HTML format that was automatically
generated for the image inspection and annotation process of the prostate
cancer image in Figure 2. It shows the computational requirements for
preserving information about the process.

We have conducted several tradeoff studies with the
simulation variables listed in the previous section for simple
inspection and annotation tasks. The representative results are
shown below in Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7. Based on the
results, one could conclude that RDF representation requires
more storage than key pair representation (as expected) and
quantify the difference in file size (proportional to storage
cost). In general, the information retrieval time (noted as
“Average Response Time” in Figure 5(b)) is proportional to
the “Saved Size” due to the disk I/O access speed. Based on
the graphs in Figure 6, we concluded that the encryption time
and file size are proportional to the size of input files. The file
size change due to encryption/decryption was negligible. In
terms of compression efficiency (compression ratio),

We presented a simulation framework for understanding
preservation and reconstruction requirements for computeraided medical decision-making using visual inspection and
annotation. According to our knowledge, this is a first
simulation framework for managers of electronic medical
records (EMR), archivists and other users to simulate
computational costs (e.g., storage and processing time)
depending on several key characteristics of appraised records.
Our effort led to a prototype called “Image Provenance To
Learn” (IP2Learn) that is freely available for downloading at
http://isda.ncsa.uiuc.edu/downloads. The ultimate goal of our
research is to understand the cost of long term preservation of
medical electronic records using the cutting edge
technologies, high performance computing and novel
computer architectures. In addition, the current framework
will enable us to address several machine learning problems
over a larger time period in the future.
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Figure 5: Comparison between key pairs and RDF format for event preservation in terms of (a) storage requirement and (b) average information retrieval
speed.
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